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Abstract
This thesis aims to explore the potential of wrist-worn gesture sensing. There has been a large
amount of work on gesture recognition in the past utilizing different kinds of sensors. However,
gesture sets tested across different work were all different, making it hard to compare them.
Also, there has not been enough work on understanding what types of gestures are suitable for
wrist-worn devices. Our work addresses these two problems and makes two main contributions
compared to previous work: the specification of larger gesture sets, which were verified through
an elicitation study generated by combining previous work; and an evaluation of the potential of
gesture sensing with wrist-worn sensors.
We developed a gesture recognition system, WristRec, which is a low-cost wrist-worn device
utilizing bend sensors for gesture recognition. The design of WristRec aims to measure the
tendon movement at the wrist while people perform gestures. We conducted a four-part study
to verify the validity of the approach and the extent of gestures which can be detected using a
wrist-worn system.
During the initial stage, we verified the feasibility of WristRec using the Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) algorithm to perform gesture classification on a group of 5 gestures, the gesture
set of the MYO armband. Next, we conducted an elicitation study to understand the trade-offs
between hand, wrist, and arm gestures. The study helped us understand the type of gestures
which wrist-worn system should be able to recognize. It also served as the base of our gesture
set and our evaluation on the gesture sets used in the previous research. To evaluate the overall
potential of wrist-worn recognition, we explored the design of hardware to recognize gestures by
contrasting an Inertial measurement unit (IMU) only recognizer (the Serendipity system of Wen
et al.) with our system. We assessed accuracies on a consensus gesture set and on a 27-gesture
referent set, both extracted from the result of our elicitation study.
Finally, we discuss the implications of our work both to the comparative evaluation of systems
and to the design of enhanced hardware sensing.
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In Human-Computer Interaction, a large amount of work exists in gestural interaction, includ-
ing work in free-space gesture [28, 32, 61, 64], surface gesture [64, 65], motion gesture [52],
and hand gesture input [20]. Our interest is specifically in free space hand gestures, which can
be characterized as hand movements performed by the wrist and fingers (versus movements of
the arm [12], of a device [52], or on a surface [65]). Hand gesture interaction is attractive both
because of the dexterity of the hand and the expressivity of pointing and gesturing as a commu-
nication modality.
While natural and expressive, there exist two primary challenges with gestural interaction.
The first one is about gesture design. Gestures are not self-revealing [65, 30], so gestural inter-
faces typically stress recall over recognition [64], presenting challenges for gesture design and
use. To address these challenges, researchers aim to create gesture sets that “make sense” to end-
users. To craft these gesture sets, significant effort has been made into the design [44, 53, 59, 65]
and execution [19, 21, 28, 52] of elicitation studies. An elicitation study is a type of study that
collects from end-users a set of gestures, measures agreement, and then leverages the consensus
on sensical gestures as input (alongside technical constraints) to the design of gesture sets.
The second challenge for gestural interaction, and, in particular, free space or 3D gestural
interaction, is the capture (sensing) and interpretation (recognition) of gestures. In the commer-
cial realm, camera-based systems like the Leap Motion exist [9, 60], but are poorly suited to
mobile contexts because the camera-based nature of their device currently limits placement flex-
ibility [60]. Wearables like the MYO Gesture Control Armband [26, 4] use electromyography
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(EMG) and a 9-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) to sense hand gestures, but the Myo sup-
ports only five hand gestures: wave-left, wave-right, fist, spread, and double-tap. Many research
systems recognize different small sets of finger and hand gestures [3, 27, 28, 49, 54]: for exam-
ple, a recent system by Zhang et al. [68] recognizes two gesture sets, one of eight gestures and
a second of five gestures; and a second recent system by Wen et al. [63] uses only a smartwatch
built-in IMU to recognize a set of five repeated-movement gestures. Many richer gestural sens-
ing technologies that have been explored in the literature are expensive to implement [61] and/or
require extensive set-up and have limited sensing range [41, 49, 63].
1.2 Thesis Goals
During the development of the work, we address four research questions:
1.2.1 Can we design a low-cost wristband which can replicate the MYO
armband’s performance?
Our initial interest in this space was to explore “discount gesture sensing,” i.e. we wanted to see
how easily we could design a sensing system that would replicate the functionality and accuracy
of the MYO gesture sensing architecture. As well, we wanted to see whether low-cost, low-
power sensors could be incorporated into, the band of a wearable device such as a smartwatch or
fitness tracker and still provide robust recognition. Our initial attempt into this space of discount
sensing gave rise to a prototype system, WristRec, which uses bend sensors, sensors whose
resistance varies based on a deflection, and a miniaturized Arduino board to design a watch-
strap-based hand-gesture-sensing system. The initial WristRec prototype required less than $15
worth of electronics components – four inexpensive bend sensors, a low-power Arduino board,
and a Bluetooth module – and was embedded into the strap of a smartwatch. The evolution of
this prototype is shown in Figure 1.1. In an initial evaluation, we found that WristRec performed
on-par with the commercial MYO system on the five-gesture set of the MYO armband.
1.2.2 What kind of finger and hand gestures are natural to use in daily
interaction with electronics?
With the success of our system, our subsequent interest was in more realistic hand gesture input.
Unfortunately, in this space, we encountered a challenge: what type of finger- and hand-gestures
2
 Figure 1.1: Our early design prototype, wiring diagram, and final smart strap prototype.
are natural for integration into a wrist-worn sensor strap? Systems in the literature were typically
evaluated on different gesture sets [20, 43, 63, 68], limiting our ability to identify a consensus
set of finger- and wrist-gestures appropriate to be considered as a reference set. To address
this, our next interest in this work is in furthering our understanding of what wrist- and hand-
gestures should be supported. Given this goal, we first present an elicitation study that explores
hand-, wrist-, and forearm- manipulations to perform a series of interactions with ubiquitous
computing artifacts (with tasks heavily influenced by work by Shimon et al.[15] and Ruiz et
al.[52]). We synthesize the results of our elicitation study, combine the results of elicitation
study with past work, and present an aggregated gesture set comprised of 27 gestures which
provides full coverage of gestures leveraged in past work [20, 43, 63, 68, 69] and covers over
70% of gestures elicited during our elicitation study, including all gestures that have moderate or
high agreement scores.
1.2.3 Is IMU enough to recognize a large set of gestures?
On-going research in the arm, wrist, and hand gesture inputs has expressed a desire for easily
wearable recognition systems and, in particular, recognition systems that can be integrated into
everyday devices. Many research systems designed around the smartwatch form factor have
demonstrated high recognition accuracy on small gesture sets, with set sizes on the order of ten
gestures [20, 43, 63, 68, 69]. In particular, the Serendipity system of Wen et al. [63] achieves
over 80% recognition accuracy using only the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors of an
off-the-shelf smartwatch. A follow-up question, in light of the success of IMU-only recognition,
explores the scalability of the IMU-only recognition and whether or not the IMU-only recog-
nition can be enhanced via the addition of simple wrist-worn sensing technology. We address
this question by carefully replicating Wen et al.’s Serendipity system, using our wrist movement
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recognizer, and contrasting IMU-only recognition with augmented recognition.
1.2.4 Is it practical to expect a wrist-worn device to recognize a large ges-
ture set?
Using the 27 gesture set obtained from elicitation study, we also address a follow-on question
of practicality. Many of previous systems recognize only a small gesture set, on the order of
ten gestures[20, 43, 63, 68, 69]. To determine whether a gesture set comprised of 27 gestures
is pragmatic for current wrist-worn configurations, we used the wrist-worn gesture recognizer
designed before in combination with a IMU, and demonstrate that our system both performs at
near parity with other wrist-worn systems and achieves high recognition rates on our significantly
expanded consensus gesture set.
1.3 Contributions
Overall, we identify three contributions in this work.
• Instead of testing with more advanced sensors, we tested whether simple solutions can
provide good recognition accuracy. The use of bend sensors showed that non-invasive sig-
nal detection integrated into an everyday artifact such as a smartwatch could be combined
with an onboard IMU and could be used to sense and recognize more encompassing sets
of hand and wrist gestures.
• Our elicitation work both validates the gestures examined in past work and, through elic-
itation, argues that past gestures from diverse researchers provide a good coverage for
gestures gleaned via elicitation.
• We show that using IMU alone is not enough to detect all kinds of gestures. The IMU
is good at recognizing gestures which require large movement. To detect gestures like
finger-tap or finger-pinch, additional sensors are needed.
1.4 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2 describes previous work on gesture recognition devices. It also gives a descrip-
tion of elicitation studies.
• Chapter 3 describes WristRec, a low-cost device we created for gesture recognition, and a
study to verify the device’s accuracy.
• Chapter 4 describes an elicitation study we ran to get insights for hand and wrist gestures
in different contexts.
• Chapter 5 compares different sensor settings (i.e, IMU only, bend sensor only, and com-
bination of IMU and bend sensors) and gives insights to what types of sensors are needed
for a wrist-worn gesture recognition device.




This chapter discusses previous work on gesture input, focused specifically on work most rele-
vant to the research in this thesis. In the first section, we discuss sensing technologies that have
been used in the research community, and which we used or compared our work with. In the
second section, we introduce some commercial gesture recognition systems that are currently
available. The third section describes research work on gesture recognition devices. The fourth
section describes elicitation studies, which are a type of study used to elicit more user-centric
ideas about a particular task. Lastly, we talk about the idea of minimalism, which drives much
of our design strategy.
2.1 Sensing Technologies Used in Previous Work
2.1.1 Electromyography(EMG)
"Electromyography (EMG) is an electrodiagnostic medicine technique for evaluating and record-
ing the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles" [6]. In traditional medical usage, EMG is
mainly used to analyze the health of muscles by detecting simulated signals passed by nerves [10].
When a person wants to perform an action, a electrical signal is transmitted by the motor neu-
rons which causes the muscle to contract. EMG is a process that can translate these signals into
numerical values. Since the signals sent for different gestures may be different, this means that
we can potentially recognize gestures by classifying the signals in the muscle.
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2.1.2 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is a device that can collect information about angular velocity
and linear acceleration [2]. It is currently being used in the smartwatch and smartphone to help
detect different type of motions.
In a standard Android watch, there are mainly three types of motion data which can be col-
lected: linear acceleration which is measured by an accelerometer sensor; force of gravity which
is measured by a gravity sensor; and rate of rotation which is measured by a gyroscope [5]. All
these three types of sensors in an IMU would be constantly collecting information at 200HZ in
a LG smartwatch which is used in our study. When a user is holding a smartphone or wearing a
smartwatch and move his or her hand, those three sensors would sense the corresponding motion
and record the corresponding data.
2.2 Commercial Devices
2.2.1 MYO Armband
The MYO armband [26] is a commercial gestural sensing device that uses EMG to reliably sense
a small set of wrist- and hand-gestures (see Figure 2.1 for gestures). The armband is worn on
the upper arm (typically the dominant arm) and includes a battery and Bluetooth communication
to transmit input. MYO armband is one commercial device that can provide gestural control to
systems. It can be used to control PowerPoint slides, small flying drones, and even used as VR
controller. The MYO armband allows users to perform gestures with their hand and arm. This
replaces the traditional button-controller, and give users more options to perform different tasks.
Even though the MYO armband is a great device for interaction, the form factor of the product
makes the cost of the device relatively high. To obtain a good accuracy for gesture recognition,
the device uses EMG. Since EMG is a more advanced technology which detects electrical signals
in muscles, it is driving up the cost of the armband. As of today, MYO armband is currently
marketed at $200 USD[4].
Another drawback of MYO armband is that it is a standalone device which people need to
wear on their upper arm. Though providing an advantage by keeping away from users’ hand,
because of the form factor, it is less comfortable if users are wearing it all the time and it is less
convenient because users need to carry it around while not using it.
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Figure 2.1: Five Myo gestures that can be reliably classified by the MYO armband
2.2.2 Leap Motion
Leap motion [9] is a camera-based solution that can accurately detect hand and finger gestures.
It has recently started to provide VR mount so that the device can be combined with VR headsets
(HTC Vive and Oculus Rift CV1) to act as an input device for VR.
However, since it is a camera-based solution, the solution suffers from the occlusion prob-
lem. Hands must be inside the camera’s field of view. Another problem with the camera-based
solution is that it is less suitable for mobile contexts because of the limitation of placement flex-
ibility [60].
2.3 Previous Research
2.3.1 Tendon Movement Detection
While performing gestures, different tendons will move and cause visible deformation at the wrist
and on the hand. With the current available sensors, is it possible to detect such deformations? If
it is, is it possible to classify these different movements? Researchers have tried different ways
to detect and classify tendon movements in the past .
BackHand [38] was created by Jhe-Wei et al. using 19 strain gauge sensors laid out in
two rows at the back of the hand. The system is able to detect 16 gestures chosen from the
American Sign Language and popular Asian hand gestures with a 95.8% average accuracy within
participants.
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Dementyev et al. created WristFlex [20], a wrist device consists of an array of force sensitive
sensors to measure subtle tendon movements on the wrist. Their system was able to recognize
four finger-pinch gestures and spread hand gesture, for a total of 5 gestures, with an accuracy
>80%. They also tested recognition accuracy with different hand orientations and was able to
achieve a cross-validation accuracy of 94.4%.
2.3.2 Electromyography (EMG)
Alongside commercial systems, researchers have also tried EMG-based sensing solutions [54,
55] for gesture recognition.
In their first work [54], Saponas et al. used BioSemi Active Two system as their sensing
device (www.biosemi.com). They tested pinching gestures (thumb pinches the other 4 fingers, for
a total of 4 gestures) under hand-free and hand-full conditions. During the hand-free condition,
participants are asked to perform gestures with the hand facing different directions. During the
hand-full condition, participants are either holding a coffee mug or pulling up on the handle of a
bag. They also tested to use the pinching gestures as a controller for music player. Their system
achieved an accuracy of 79% for hand-free condition, 85% while holding a mug, and 88% while
carrying a bag.
In their second work [55], Saponas et al. created their own device using EMG electrodes with
a sports sweatband and a Zigbee wireless radio. They tested two gesture sets. One is pinching
index, middle, or ring finger together with their thumb. The second one is pressing down on a
surface with one of index, middle, or ring fingers. Participants performed gestures using their
right hand and used squeezing left hand as the system activation mechanism. From a eight-person
experiment, they demonstrated an average accuracy of 86%.
2.3.3 Combination of Tendon Movement Detection and EMG
In McIntosh et al.’s work [43], they combined pressure sensors and EMG sensors to create Em-
press. Prior to this work, the wrist has not been considered as a good place to attach EMG sensors
since there are fewer muscles, and muscles are tightly packed. However, McIntosh et al. showed
that even though there is less ideal muscle structure on the wrist for EMG, it still can detect fine-
grained gestures with high accuracy. However, when they expanded their gesture set to include
more coarse gestures, recognition accuracy with EMG starts to drop. Since pressure sensors has
been proven to identify gestures [20], they tried to test the performance of EMG and pressure
sensors. After testing the two type of sensors separately, they found that pressure sensors are
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better for wrist and arm movements, while EMG sensors are better for finger movements. In
their paper, they came up with a total of 15 gestures as their gesture set. By placing the two types
of sensors alongside each other, they were able to detect the gestures with a cross-validation
accuracy as high as 96%.
2.3.4 Other Sensors
Other than EMG and tendon movement, various forms of arm- and wrist-worn sensors [16, 27,
33, 36, 49, 63, 68, 69] are also being tested.
Researchers have tried to use camera-based solutions [16, 33, 49] by putting them in places
that are less susceptible to the occlusion problem. Bailly et al. [16] proposed to put depth sensors
on the shoes and point upwards. With this setup, they were able to classify five finger gestures,
five arm gestures, and hand movement in free-space with really high accuracy. Digits [33] is
another camera-based solution that places cameras on the wrist and tries to detect gestures by
building a kinematic hand model for the user. Ren et al.[49] attempted to use Kinect camera
sensors to detect a group of 10 static hand poses and achieved a mean accuracy of 90.6%.
Researchers are also actively testing different sensors that might be suitable for gesture recog-
nition. Harrison et al. designed Skinput [27], an acoustic device placed near the elbow which
can detect mechanical vibrations passed through the body. For one hand gestures, they mainly
tested tapping and flicking gestures as those gestures would cause vibrations on the arm. Zhang
et al. proposed Tomo [68, 69], a system that utilizes Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT)
to classify gestures by calculating the ratio of voltage and current between electrodes attached
to the arm and wrist. They tested their system on two gesture sets: one consists of four pinch
gestures, and the other one consists of seven hand gestures. Recent improvements in ultrasound
imaging makes it a possible solution to gesture sensing. Ultrasound is less intrusive compared
to gloves, and it is not affected by the occlusion problem which is a common issue in camera-
based solutions. By placing an ultrasonographic device on the forearm, and combining image
processing and neural networks, McIntosh et al. [42] were able to classify a group of 10 gestures,
consisting of 8 hand gestures and 2 wrist gestures. Instead of trying to focus on both hand and
wrist gestures, Gong et al. [24] focused on using wrist as a continuous input modality. By adding
proximity sensors, which can "detect the presence of nearby objects" [11], to the wristband of a
smartwatch, they were able to detect free-form shapes drawn with wrist with high accuracy.
Other than using other additional sensors, researchers have also tried to utilize sensors that
come with everyday electronics. Wen et al. [63] used a off-the-shelf smartwatch to detect a
group of 5 gestures that requires relatively large hand movement. They classified gestures by
combining data from different sensors in the IMU of the smartwatch. Laput et al. [36] adopted
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a similar approach and used a off-the-shelf smartwatch. However, instead of combining sensor
data in the IMU, they increased the sampling rate of the IMU to 4k Hz(the original sampling rate
of a typical LG watch is 200Hz) and used only the accelerometer data. Their device is able to
detect 6 two-handed gestures and 6 one-handed gestures with high accuracies.
2.3.5 Limitations from previous work
Each of these research systems exhibits an ability to achieve a relatively high recognition rate
on their provided gesture set during evaluation. However, one thing that we have noted in our
analysis of past work is that every system has used a gesture set that, while exhibiting broad
similarities, differs in significant ways. For example, some examined finger tapping [36], bending
[20] or pinching [54, 68]; others examined static poses [49, 69] versus dynamic movements
[36, 63]. Gesture sets vary extensively in size as well: the Serendipity system of Wen et al. [63]
was evaluated on a set of 5 gestures, McIntosh et al.’s EMPress system [43] was evaluated on 15
gestures, and Zhang and Harrison [68] evaluated the Tomo system on two different gesture sets
– a set of 8 wrist gestures and a set of 5 finger gestures – without reporting unified recognition
rates on all 11 gestures (an oversight the authors corrected in follow-on work [69] by combining
their 8 and 5 gesture sets into an 11 gesture set). Finally, sometimes, the recognition goals alter
the classification problem. For example, Xu et al. designed a system that accepts 39 gestures
as input, but the classification problem is to label gestures as either originating with the finger,
hand, or arm [66], i.e. a 3-class decision problem, not to recognize the gestures themselves.
Despite on-going interest in wrist-worn gesture capture, we posit that the use of unique ges-
ture sets to evaluate competing technologies presents two drawbacks. First, from the perspective
of past systems, it is difficult to analyze the benefits and drawbacks of any one recognizer tech-
nology that exists in the literature. If everyone generates over 90% recognition, then why con-
sider, as one example, electrical impedance tomography with all of its complexities [69] when
researchers have already obtained 90% recognition using only the IMU on a smartwatch [63]
on gesture sets of approximately the same size? Second, and related, from the perspective of
new system design and evaluation, we are left suspicious of each new system. Is the new system
really necessary? What does the new system add in terms of class of gestures?
One of our goals is an attempt to further the understanding around wrist, hand, and finger
gesture input. First, we would like to understand what classes of gestures are needed to be
sensed. Alongside this, we investigate the research needed to advance recognition in this field.
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2.4 Elicitation Study
Beginning with understanding the desired space of finger, hand, and wrist gesture input, one
option is simply to pick one gesture set used in past research, but the question becomes which of
the myriad sets of gestures should one select? Should the gestures be dynamic, i.e. require large
movement [36, 63]? If so, then this biases against sophisticated techniques that have been shown
to detect static pose with high accuracy [20, 69]. Should all gestures be little more than point-
and-click operations [32, 39], or are more abstract poses necessary [16, 33, 49, 60, 62]? Perhaps
the gold standard for gesture recognition should be various forms of signed letter alphabets [46]?
With these questions in mind, it seems to us that there has not been enough study in this area.
Therefore, we ran an elicitation study to help with answering these questions.
In the past, software systems are employing gestures created by device designers who are
familiar with the device and know the limit of the device. This is good for the system because
the gestures would work well for them and achieve the desired result. However, these gestures
may not seem intuitive to the general public and it is not necessarily how a general user would
perform them. This presents a gap between what designers think users should do and how users
would actually do it.
To address issues of heterogeneity in gestural input, elicitation studies [59, 65] are a com-
mon technique for understanding potential end-users’ concepts of gesture parameters and of how
gestural manipulations should map onto commands [19, 52, 60, 65]. Wobrrock et al.[65] are the
first to present elicitation study in the field of human-computer interaction to solve the aforemen-
tioned problem. In their work for surface computing, such as, tablet, tabletop, instead of coming
up with gestures themselves and ask users to validate those gestures, they asked users to come
up with gestures and try to form a consensus gesture set.
An elicitation study is a type of participatory design exercise where users are asked to design
gestures that “make sense” given a desired system action. In the study, researchers would present
participants with a list of tasks and some constraints, such as, the part of body that can be used.
For each task, the participants would be asked to come up with two or three gestures which they
would be comfortable to perform. By aggregating the gestures from all participants, researchers
can come up with a consensus gesture set which is a more user-friendly gesture set. By looking
at all the gestures, researchers can also derive a taxonomy of the gestures and some design
guidelines, which can be used for future gesture design in a similar task.
While reviewing past work in our problem, we found that one issue with elicitation studies
is that there have been many such studies published. The initial question we asked, given the
myriad set of studies available, is whether past gesture elicitation studies might provide enough
information to us on appropriate gestural interaction. While it is true that many elicitation studies
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for gestures have been done, our analysis found that these studies either allowed large-scale full
arm gestures [53], any body part gestures [21], or strictly limited studies to a very small number
of joint movement (i.e., microgestures, using only fingers to perform gestures) which limited
the participants’ freedom to perform a preferred gesture [19]. Each of these elicitation studies
addresses a class of gestures, but there is some evidence that these studies do not fully address
the space of gestures that should be considered for wrist-worn sensors. Specifically, Chan et al.
[19], while examining microgestures, found that participants showed a desire to use larger arm
movements (e.g. hand and wrist) and spatial recognition. Overall, we believe that the class of
gestures sensed by wrist-worn recognizers [20, 43, 63, 68, 69] has not been elicited in a way that
can be contrasted directly with gesture sets used in past wrist-worn gesture systems.
2.5 Minimalism
Our goal of minimalism may, at first, seem counter-intuitive, but human-computer interaction re-
searchers have a long history of lauding minimalism in design and prototyping. As one example
of this is Greenberg and Fitchett’s Phidgets prototyping tools [25], which were designed to sim-
plify hardware hacking. More recently in the recognition space, systems like the $1 recognizer
[65] were designed specifically as a simplification of more complex forms of elastic matching,
and researchers have built upon these systems to support, for example, arbitrary orientations
[37], multi-stroke input [14], and 3D input [35]. Each of these systems was designed to simplify
aspects of deployment and lower costs. The $1 recognizer paper notes this explicitly: the goal
was not to beat Tappert’s work [56] on elastic matching for handwriting recognition or any of
the enhancements to the algorithm to recognize more complex and subtle differences between
graphical objects (e.g. [13, 17, 45], but was, instead, compared to other simple unistroke recog-
nizers [51] as a useful tool for prototyping because of its low-cost. Finally, within this domain of
minimalism, Wen et al. [63] specifically note the disadvantages of external hardware for gesture




This chapters introduces a wrist-worn gesture recognition device, WristRec, we created with
bend sensors and an Arduino UNO board. We ran an evaluation study to determine the optimal
placement for bend sensors, and a validation study with 5 gestures to verify the feasibility of the
device by comparing the accuracy with the MYO armband.
3.1 Bend Sensors
As our interest is in low-cost and low-power systems, we identified bend sensors as a cost-
effective input sensor. Bend sensors are a type of resistor that changes resistance based on how
much it is bent (Figure 3.1). We are not the first to study bend sensors as a gesture recognition
mechanism. For example, Tidwell et al. and Lin et al. [38, 58] attached sensors to fingers/hand
and used these sensors to recognize hand gestures. However, attaching sensors to hands decreases
the usability of their configuration for daily wear. Other researchers have explored more complex
configurations [20, 43] of sensors in wrist-worn configurations. Our goal of a minimally intrusive
set of sensors and minimalism distinguish us from these previous work. The bend sensors we
used are from Flexpoint Sensor System Inc [8].
3.2 A Simple Wrist-Worn Gesture Recognizer
Our initial wrist-worn sensor system was designed as an exercise to discern how easily we could
replicate the functionality of a commercial gestural recognizer such as the MYO armband. Our
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Figure 3.1: A 1-inch Bend Sensor
goal was to build a wrist-worn recognizer or the kind that could be embedded into a smartwatch’s
strap. To accomplish this, we first conducted a hardware evaluation study to determine whether
and how many simple wrist-worn sensors could sense hand and finger movement. We then built
and implemented the prototype system shown in Figure 1.1. Finally, we evaluated the system
against the MYO on the MYO’s gesture set.
3.2.1 Hardware Evaluation
The design of WristRec was driven by a hardware evaluation study that identified a minimal
set of sensors needed to support gesture recognition. We used the MYO gesture set, depicted
in Figure 2.1, for the initial hardware evaluation. To find out the minimum number of sensors
and their optimal placement, we conducted a pilot study. We recruited 5 participants (4 male
and 1 female; all right-handed). For each participant, we used a Fitbit sleep band (as shown in
Figure 3.2) to measure the length of each participant’s left (non-dominant) wrist, which is the
wrist most people wear their watch on. We then marked the band with 24-equal-distance marks
as test locations for bend sensors.
For testing, we glued one axial and one tangential bend sensor to the sleep band (Figure
3.3). We then rotated the sleep band around each participant’s wrist so that all 48 positions
(24 locations for two orientation) were tested. Participants performed the 5 gestures of the MYO
gesture set 5 times for a total of 5 x 5 = 25 gestures. Each gesture was performed in a 1.5 seconds
interval. The participants were given two sound cues: one to indicate the start time to perform
the gesture and one to indicate the end time to stop the gesture.
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Figure 3.2: Fitbit Sleep band
Figure 3.3: Sensor orientations at 0 offset. On the left, axial orientation; in the middle, tangential
orientation; and on the right, tilt orientation.
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At the end of the pilot study, we analyzed the bend sensor data from all 48 positions for all
participants. By looking at which positions would result in the largest sensor reading difference
compared to the resting position, we identified three possible combinations, each with 4 sensors,
which seemed the most promising locations to support recognition. Considering the top of the
wrist (center of the back of the hand) as 0°, these combinations were:
1. 4 axial sensors at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°(4 Axial);
2. 4 tangential sensors at 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°(4 Tangent);
3. 2 axial at 0°and 180°and 2 tangential at 90°and 270°(2 Axial and 2 Tangent).
Given that there seemed to be a benefit to both axial and tangential orientations, we hypoth-
esized that a 45°offset between axial and tangential might also be effective for sensing, so we
added a fourth option which is positioning four sensors at a 45°offset, a tilted orientation (4-Tilt).
Figure 3.3 depicts a bend sensor positioned at 0°with, from left to right, axial, tangential, and
titled alignment.
Consider the third item in the list above, two axial and two tangential sensors located as
indicated (0°/180°for axial). Figure 3.4 depicts example sensor data for this arrangement, and
it is an example of the data used to drive our sensor placement. Tangential sensor readings are
depicted at the top and axial sensor readings are located at the bottom. Note that axial sensor
readings are particularly significant for left and right gestures, and that tangential sensors seem
to work well for spread, fist, and double tap in this configuration.
3.2.2 Hardware Design
We envision that the most feasible mechanism for ubiquitous hand gesture sensing is the smart
strap of a smartwatch or fitness tracker. Figure 1.1 on page 2 shows our prototype WristRec.
In Figure 1.1 left, our initial prototype WristRec includes four bend sensors positioned around
the wrist. The bend sensors are held in four 3D-printed sensor holders and a jute string fed
through small holes allows resizing to accommodate wrists of different sizes. The bend sensors
are sending data to a Arduino UNO board which in turn sends the data to the computer through
a USB connection. The Arduino board is collected data at 100Hz. We used this prototype in
our evaluation of recognition accuracy. Figure 1.1 center depicts the hardware configuration of
an untethered and more elegant prototype. Finally, Figure 1.1 right depicts the current WristRec
prototype. We envision that each smartwatch strap will be sized such that sensors are positioned
at the correct locations around the wrist of a user, i.e. each WristRec is custom-fit.
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Figure 3.4: Bend sensor data for one instance of one participant’s logged performance of each
of the gestures. Each color represents data from one of the four sensors. From top left, Flex,
Extend, Spread and Fist. From bottom left, Index, Middle, Ring and Pinky finger bend gestures.
3.2.3 Software
All programs are written in Processing 2.2.1 with the built-in library "Arduino (Firmata)". For
classifying gestures, we used a simple Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [57]. DTW is
an algorithm used to calculate the difference between two temporal sequence data which may
vary in speed. This fits our data very well because each gesture is performed in a fixed time
period. However, the speed to perform the same gesture may be different from time to time.
Using DTW, we can determine whether two gestures are the same gesture by finding whether
they have the same pattern in their time series data.
The system consists of a calibration stage and a classification stage for each user.
During calibration, each gesture was performed 5 times. The system calculates the warp
distance between each candidate gesture in the 5-gesture set and uses the most representative
sample as the template for the gesture, i.e. the template that is at minimum average distance
from the other four candidate templates.
During classification, the system first standardizes the values for all sensors and also passes
the values through a low pass filter. Then, it runs the DTW algorithm to determine the model
gesture best matching the current time series data.
As shown in Figure 3.4, when performing gestures, there is a significant spike in sensor data.
These spikes are typically absent from sensor input when a user’s hand is at rest, i.e. they are
highly indicative that the user is performing a gesture.
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3.2.4 Evaluation
We performed a two-session experiment over two days to evaluate our WristRec sensor against
the MYO gesture sensing arm band. On the first day, participants performed gestures using
WristRec; on the second day, they performed the same set of gestures using the MYO arm band.
We did this because, with the MYO device, a training process is required that would have resulted
in an experiment which is too long if done in a single session.
Participants
We recruited 12 participants (9 male, 3 female; 1 left-handed) from the general student body of
our institution. All participants ran the study using their non-dominant hand. All participants
were remunerated with $10 after the completion of the experiment.
Method
The first block of the study, which took place on day 1, is for evaluating gestural input using the
WristRec prototype. As noted earlier, in our pilot testing, we identified four candidate sensor
location combination for bend sensors in WristRec (4-Axial, 4-Tangent, 2-Axial/2-Tangent and
4-Tilt), described in Section 3.2.1. We used a within-subject experiment to verify the perfor-
mance of the four different sensor location combination.
Participants performed gestures based on sound cues. A one minute training session was run
to familiarize the participants with the sound cues. Next, for each sensor location combination,
the procedure was as follows:
1. The participant was cued to perform gestures shown on a computer display screen and
performed gestures to generate a model. We collected a total of 25 training data sets (5 for
each gesture) and the order of the gestures was randomized.
2. In the second step, as the participants performed gestures, the program classified the ges-
ture based on the models generated in step 1. Then the recognition result was shown on the
computer display. 25 gestures (5 of each gesture type) were performed in total to obtain
test data.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 for all 4 sensor settings. The order of the sensor settings was randomized,
and all 12 participants were tested with a different ordering.
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The second block of the study took place on day 2. We assessed the accuracy of the MYO
device on its gesture set. 10 out of the 12 participants participated in this second block of the
study (two participants did not return). Participants first calibrated the MYO arm band using
MYO’s calibration procedure, and performed 25 gestures (5 each of each kind), again in random
order.
Results
Figure 3.5: Overall recognition rates for each of the four configurations of the bend sensors in
WristRec.
Recognition accuracy for our WristRec prototype and for the MYO is calculated by dividing the
number of correctly identified gestures by the total number of gestures performed. Figure 3.5
depicts the recognition accuracy for each of the sensor locations identified in our pilot study and







Left 58 1 0 0 1
Fingers Spread 0 51 3 5 1
Right 1 1 52 1 5
Fist 0 1 1 50 8
Double Tap 0 2 0 11 47
Table 3.1: Confusion matrix for the MYO Gesture Set using our WristRec.
median accuracy; however, the two-axial-two-tangential mean accuracy is highest (86% versus
82%), a result of higher variance in the four-tilt sensor positioning. Given these results, our
final WristRec prototype, Figure 1.1 on the right, uses the two-axial-two-tangential bend sensor
positioning combination, 2-A/2-T in Figure 3.3. Table 3.1 shows the confusion matrix for our
final sensor positions. The most difficult gesture to distinguish is the double tap gesture, and this
gesture is frequently confused with the fist gesture.
Comparing this accuracy with the accuracy for MYO, we see mean MYO accuracy of 82%
(SD:±8.27%) for the 10 out of 12 participants who participated in block 2 of our study. A paired
t-test (n = 10) indicates that these results are not statistically significant.
3.2.5 Discussion
Our early results with our simple gesture recognizer prototype, WristRec, are promising. By
carefully tailoring sensing locations from user input, we find that WristRec performs on par with
the Myo arm band (86% for our configuration versus 82% for the Myo, not significant). While
the lack of counter-balancing in our initial study may have negatively impacted the performance
of our system or of the Myo, from the perspective of feasibility, our data provides evidence that
our system has the potential to recognize the Myo gesture set with good reliability and with
hardware that can be embedded into an everyday device such as a watch or fitness tracker (in
contrast to the Myo which is a special purpose device worn on the upper arm).
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3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we showed that WristRec is capable of recognizing a small gesture set currently
being used in one commercial product. We proved this by first determining the optimal placement
for sensors, and then running a two-phase study to compare the accuracy of our wrist band and
MYO armband.
Given our early success, a related question is how well our prototype system can work on
other possible gesture sets.
There are many different hand and finger recognizers in past research literature. One chal-
lenge in evaluating any gesture recognition device is that, when comparing research contribu-
tions, it seems difficult to do head-to-head comparisons. This is because many systems use
unique gesture sets (perhaps tuned to the configuration of sensors used as input). For example,
in seven different wrist-worn gesture sensing devices described in references [3, 20, 27, 28, 43,
58, 68], we found only limited overlap in gestures. At the same time, some systems have also re-
ported high recognition accuracy using only the sensors contained in a modern smartwatch [63].
Our earlier result focused on five gestures, a common number for these gesture input systems,
but any real-world system undoubtedly should recognize a larger set.
In the next chapter, we will try to tackle the problem of inconsistency in gestures tested in
previous research by running an elicitation study. This will give us insights into what kind of
gestures are acceptable to general users. With the elicitation study result, we will also have a




Given the lack of consensus on a reference gesture set for finger- and wrist-gesture input, in
this chapter, we describe the results of an elicitation study to understand gestural input. In early
pilot studies eliciting gestural input, we noted that, to perform gestures with hands, there are
three joints on a human arm that define these gestural manipulations: fingers, wrist, and elbow.
Free-space gestures also comprise arm gestures which also involve shoulder movement, but we
explicitly focus our elicitation study away from arm gestures and toward hand and finger gestures
both because of the gorilla arm effect [12] and potential for public embarrassment [50].
One open question is whether past gesture elicitation studies might provide information to
us, thus obviating the need to perform yet another elicitation study. While it is true that many
elicitation study for gestures have been done, our analysis found that these studies either allowed
large-scale full arm gestures [53], any body part gestures [21], or strictly limited studies to a very
small number of joint movement (i.e., microgestures) which limited the participants’ freedom to
perform a preferred gesture [19].
Our interest is specifically in hand- and wrist-gestures. We feel that there is a role for these
gestures in input. For example, in studying microgestures, Chan et al. [19] found that partici-
pants showed a desire to use larger arm movements and spatial recognition. One challenge with
allowing free-form large arm movements is that users often do not consider the long-term im-
pacts of fatigue for these gestures [53]. Our approach to elicitation is most similar to Vatavu
et al. [60] who drove their elicitation study by restricting users to gestures that could be recog-
nized with the Leap Motion [9], which limits the gestures to only hand gestures within a spatially
constrained region. Given our wrist-worn recognizer and a smartwatch with on-board IMU, we
restrict gestural input to movements of the fingers, wrist, and elbow. This allows any hand, wrist,
or forearm movement to be considered as a gesture.
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We synthesize the results of our elicitation study, analyze the gestures created, and discuss
the similarities and differences between the elicited gestures and the gesture sets used in past
work on wrist-worn gesture sensing [20, 43, 63, 68, 69].
4.1 Participants
We recruited 16 participants (10 male, 6 female) to participate in our elicitation study. All par-
ticipants used their non-preferred hand (left hand) to wear a LG G Watch R smartwatch. We
informed them that they could perform gestures by moving their fingers, wrist or elbow to issue
commands.
4.2 Elicited Tasks
While it is important to consider both task and context in elicitation studies, it is also the case that
participants frequently overload gestures by considering context-sensitive interpretations (e.g.
the phone-to-mouth gesture in smartphone motion gestures varies depending on whether the
phone is ringing [52], drag with one finger in surface gestures varies depending on whether
the gesture starts on the object or not [65]). We chose three contexts for our elicitation study:
interacting with an external display, interacting with a wearable device such as a smartwatch, and
controlling a smartphone while the phone is not in the user’s hand. For contexts, we considered
on-watch interaction versus watch-as-input interaction: in real-world usage, sometimes watch
input is directed to a watch application, sometimes watch input is directed to another device (e.g.
phone). For eyes-based input versus eyes-free input, it refers to whether the user needs to look at
the display in order to interact with the application. To limit the length of the study, we restricted
our application domain to map navigation for the first two contexts; for the third context, a
smartphone while the phone is not in the user’s hand, we considered audio-only interactions and
selected two applications to control: the phone application and a music application. Our tasks
are shown in Table 4.1 with the corresponding texts shown in brackets. Our task selection was
heavily influenced by common tasks in Shimon’s and Ruiz’s papers [15, 52]. There were a total
of 23 task commands elicited from the study.
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Application Task
1. Map Application on Smartwatch Display Pan Left







2. Map Application on External Display Pan Left







3. Phone Application (audio only) Answer Call
(on-watch & eyes-free) Hangup Call
Ignore Call
4. Music Application (audio only) Play
(on-watch & eyes-free) Stop
Play Next
Play Previous
Table 4.1: Tasks for Elicitation Study.
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4.3 Procedure
At the beginning of the experiment, the researcher explained the study and asked the participants
to wear an LG G smartwatch on the hand on which he/she usually wears a watch. We asked
participants to wear the watch as a placebo, thus encouraging them to bias toward gestures that
could, conceivably, be sensed by treating the watch as a quasi “magic brick” [52].
All participants were shown a video showing three possible joints which they could use to
generate gestures (finger joints, wrist joint, and elbow joint) and two example gestures for each
joint. For finger movement, they were shown “make fist” and “telephone hand sign”; for wrist
movement, they were shown “wrist sway left” and “wrist sway right”; for elbow movement,
they were shown “elbow sway left” and “elbow sway right”. We also showed two combination
movements, “make fist then elbow sway to left” and “make fist then wrist sway right”. The
participants were informed they would be asked to come up with a preferred gesture for each
task using any of three joints. They were also told that the video was merely an illustration of
the possible joints to be used, and they could create any gesture they wish using finger, hand,
or forearm movements. We also asked that within an application domain (e.g. a map app on
smartwatch), they could not reuse gestures. However, we did inform them that they could re-use
gestures after switching application domains.
To simulate the map application, a Google map was shown both on the smartwatch and on
a nearby projection screen. All application domains were counter-balanced using a Latin square
and the tasks within an application domain were also counter-balanced.
For each task, we asked participants to come up with two gestures, though if they could not
come up with a second gesture, they were allowed to skip the second gesture. We did this to
ensure that we elicited a large set of possible gestures within the time limit; at the same time, we
wanted to avoid frustrating participants if they could not come up with a second reasonable ges-
ture. We also encouraged participants to vary the joint used in each gesture elicited to encourage
participants to fully explore the richness of finger, hand, and forearm movement.
After identifying gestures for each task, participants were asked to perform the gestures and
to describe the gestures and the joints involved. Participants were also asked to rate each given
gesture on a 7-point scale (1 being least- in the category, and 7 being most- in the category)
on three categories: Fatigue, Naturalness of the Gesture, and potential Embarrassment in public
settings. They were told that the rating would be used to compare the different gestures. At the
end of the study, in a semi-structured discussion, participants were asked their preference for
joints from most preferred to least preferred for gestural interaction.
The study was video and audio recorded for the post-study analysis.
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4.4 Elicitation Study Results
Often the goal of an elicitation study is to develop a consensus set of gestures, but this can
be challenging because of typically relatively low consensus scores [59]. As well, while the
presentation of technology as a “magic brick” [52] can be useful for eliciting mental models, we
believe that insights are particularly useful when interpreted flexibly, as one input to gesture set
design alongside a host of other constraints [64].
In our case, the primary goal was to leverage our elicitation study to drive insight into the vali-
dation of gesture sets used by others in evaluation. We first explored agreement scores. However,
to further address the question of hand and finger gesture input, rather than develop a taxonomy
that includes aspects of context and mapping [52, 65], our focus on sensing and recognition tech-
nology guides our analysis. Alongside agreement scores, we explore the joints manipulated by
participants (including preference for joints) and the parameters used to discriminate between
gestures. We also examine participants subjective feedback on the suitability of the gestures
selected broken out by specific joints used.
4.4.1 Agreement
Because participants could choose from different joints and a total of 7 different possible com-
binations of joints to perform gestures, gestures exhibited very low consensus [60]. As a result,
we grouped similar gestures together in a task, then calculated the agreement score following
guidelines from Chan et al., Morris et al. and Piumsomboon et al. [19, 44, 48]. Specifically, we
used the following guidelines from related work to group the gestures:
• If gestures differ only by direction, i.e. “turn wrist to left” and “turn wrist to right”, we
grouped these gestures together [44].
• As per Chan et al. [19], gestures that use two or fewer fingers (i.e. hand faces down,
index finger moves up and index plus middle finger moves up) were grouped together and
gestures that use three or more fingers (i.e. all five fingers touching together and first three
fingers touching together) were grouped together.
• We leveraged Piumsomboon’s definition of gesture similarity, i.e. path gestures that have
consistent directionality although the gesture is performed with different static hand poses
































































































Figure 4.1: Agreement score for all 24 tasks. 1-4 represent the applications as shown in Table
4.1: Map Application on Smartwatch Display (1), Map Application on External Display (2),
Phone Application (3), and Music Application (4).
Grouping the above three gesture types together helps us to understand whether moderate or
high agreement exists on, respectively, wrist movements, finger movements or poses, and hand
poses. This, then, can guide the design of gesture sensing by targeting types of movement.
To measure agreement on our grouped gesture sets, we used the formula proposed by Vatavu








where P is the set of all proposals for a task, |P| is the size of the set, and Pi are subsets of
identical gestures from P.
Using Vatavu’s interpretation of agreement values, our results ranged from 0.071 (low agree-
ment, AR≤ 0.100) to 0.323 (high agreement, 0.300 < AR≤ 0.500) as shown in Figure 4.1. Most
gestures exhibited moderate agreement, 0.10 ≤ AR ≤ 0.30, an expected result [59]. Gestures

















Figure 4.2: Distribution of joint usage for all gestures.
4.4.2 Joint Analysis
The next question we asked was whether there was a bias toward one joint or another during
analysis. The distribution of joints used for each gesture are shown in Figure 4.2. We can see
from this figure that 74% of the gestures involve only one joint, 23% of the gestures involve two
joints, and 3% of the gestures involve three joints. Of these single joint gestures, fingers are the
most common, then wrist, and elbow is least common. Fingers and Wrist is the most common
multi-joint combination. Elicited joint preferences during interviews triangulate well with this
data: the most preferred joint is fingers (12/16 participants, followed by wrist 5/16, and none
chose elbow as their first choice). Note that one participant chose both wrist and finger as his
first choice. Finger and wrist movements accounted for over 70% of all elicited gestures.
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Difference No. of participants
Opposite Movement 16
Number of Fingers 15
Finger⇔Wrist 14
Wrist⇔ Elbow 14
Post-motion Hand Posture 13
Wrist⇔ Combination 12
Gesture Orientation 12




Number of Times 8
Magnitude of the Elbow Movement 5
Magnitude of the Finger Movement 4
Gesture Duration 3
In-motion Hand Posture Change 2
Table 4.2: Differences participants used to distinguish their proposed gestures.
4.5 Parameters for Gesture Discrimination
Recall that, in our study design, participants were asked to avoid reusing a gesture within the
same application context. As a result, one question we explore in our data is how participants
discriminate one gesture from another. Table 4.2 shows the parameters participants used to dif-
ferentiate the gestures. For example, all of the participants used opposite direction of movement
(e.g. flick right versus flick left) to differentiate two or more gestures, fifteen of our sixteen par-
ticipants used number of fingers (e.g. bend index finger versus bend index and middle finger),
fourteen of sixteen switched joint combinations to discriminate gestures, and thirteen used post-
gesture hand pose to discriminate between gestures (e.g. gestures were different depending on
whether the hand faced up or down at the end of the gesture). In contrast, features such as timing
(gesture duration) and in-motion hand pose changes only rarely occurred.
For scrolling tasks, participants prefer to use fingers to point towards the external large dis-
play and move wrist and elbow, while simply moving wrist up and down for the watch. This
shows the participants’ feeling about the ownership of the device. Since the watch is already on
the users’ wrist, the users know that the movement would be detected by the watch. However,
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since the external display is public, users are explicitly pointing to it to declare that their next



















Figure 4.3: Average ratings for each joints with 95% CI. 1=Strongly disagree, 7=Strongly agree.
4.6 Subjective Rating of Gestures
Finally, the average rating for fatigue, naturalness, and embarrassment is shown in Figure 4.3.
Of interest in this Figure is that finger and wrist are perceived of as significantly less fatiguing
and embarrassing (low numbers are good for fatigue and embarrassment). While not statistically
significant, qualitatively we note that fingers and wrist are also perceived to be more natural than
elbow movements.
4.7 Consensus Gesture Set
Participants in our study prefer gestures that leverage finger or wrist manipulations over forearm
movement. To generate a consensus gesture set, we chose the wrist and finger gestures with the
highest agreement score for each task.
Table 4.3 shows our consensus wrist and finger gesture set. We found our consensus gestures
can be classified into two categories: component gesture and compound gestures. Component
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No. Gesture Type Components
1. Component b. Fist
2. Component d. Phone
3. Component e. Thumb
4. Component h. Flex
5. Component i. Extend
6. Component i. Close
7. Compound g. Close + e. Spread
8. Compound a. Point + m. Pro + h. Flex
9. Compound a. Point + l. Sup + h. Flex
10. Compound m. Pro + h. Flex
11. Compound l. Sup + l. Sup
12. Compound m. Pro + j. Adduct
13. Compound f. Pinch + c. Spread
14. Compound m. Pro + k. Abduct
15. Compound m. Pro + i. Extend
Table 4.3: Our set of 15 wrist and finger consensus gestures collected from elicitation study. The
letters in front of the Components column are referring to the gestures labeled in Figure 4.4.
gestures are atomic gestures that involve only finger or only wrist movement. Component ges-
tures are a hand pose, a single finger movement, or a single wrist movement. Compound gestures
are those that consist of multiple component gestures. Figure 4.4 depicts all component gestures
that comprise our consensus gesture set.
4.8 Discussion
Elbow movement is easy to capture using 9-axis IMUs available in commodity personal devices
such as smartwatches [32]. Unfortunately, because elbow movement is the least common and
least desired gesture type, it is clearly the case that finger, hand, and wrist manipulations must
be sensed. This increases the complexity of the capture problem and validates the importance of
on-going research in novel gesture sensing technologies to capture and interpret wrist and finger
movement.
The next question is whether we should consider wrist, hand, or finger manipulations as
targets for gesture sensing. Based upon our elicitation data, all manipulations were observed in
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Figure 4.4: 13 component gestures determined from the consensus gesture set.
our data set. To identify a consensus set of finger and wrist gestures that could be used as a more
appropriate referent than what has been used in past research, we focus on two data sources.
First, from past work, we identify wrist, hand, and finger gestures that have been used in past
evaluations of systems [20, 27, 43, 63, 68]. Second, we leverage gestures from our elicitation
study to ascertain coverage of the elicited gestures.
Leveraging gesture sets from the WristFlex system by Dementyev and Paradiso [20], the
Empress system by McIntosh et al. [43], the Serendipity system by Wen et al. [63], the Tomo
system by Zhang et al. [68], and the Myo gesture set from Thalmic Labs [4], the union of
gesture sets produces a set of 27 gestures, shown in Figure 4.5. One thing that distinguishes these
gestures from the consensus gestures depicted in Table 4.3 is the absence of compound gestures.
The gestures in past research are typically either a single hand pose, hand movement, or wrist
movement, whereas over half of the elicited gestures include some combination of movement
and hand pose or some combination of movements.
If one contrasts the gesture set in Figure 4.5 to the component-based gesture set, Figure
4.4, we can see that, with two minor differences (the d.Phone gesture in Figure 4.4 is a slight
variant on the d2.Spiderman gesture in Figure 4.5, the g.Close gesture in the Figure 4.4 is the
combination of Pinch gestures in the Figure 4.5), the union of gestures in Figure 4.5 covers
virtually all component gestures. However, no one gesture set covers all component gestures. In
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Figure 4.5, we include the origin of gestures (Empress, Tomo, Serendipity, WristFlex, or Myo);
the closest gesture set that fully covers all component gestures is the Empress gesture set, which
covers 11 of the 13 component gestures. Balanced against this limited coverage, it is also the case
that every gesture set that comprises the 27 gesture set provides some coverage of the component
gesture set from the elicitation study.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter, we showed the result our elicitation study on hand, wrist, and elbow gestures that
can be used under different contexts. From the result, we made two observations about gesture
sets which have been used by previous research. First, in terms of strengths, past research has se-
lected gesture sets that are natural products of our elicitation, an indication that past research has
focused on a reasonable set of gestures. While some individual gestures (e.g. the d2.Spiderman
gesture in Figure 4.5) are rare based upon elicitation, the overall movements examined by past
capture systems are appropriate. We analyzed coverage of finger- and wrist-gestures as col-
lected from our elication study. Neglecting orientation as a factor, we found that this 27-gesture
vocabulary collected from the literature contains 72% of gestures obtained from the elicitation
study. Furthermore, it covers all gestures of moderate or high agreement. Second, in terms of
weaknesses, past research has focused primarily on simple component gestures, rather than on
the combination of pose+wrist of multiple wrist gestures in sequence. In the 27 gesture set, all
gestures are component gestures.
One question that our observation of this gap poses is how effectively past recognizers per-
form on compound gestures and also what is needed to recognize gestures like those elicited
from the gesture set in Table 4.3. In the next chapter, we will tackle the problem by comparing
the recognition accuracy of our self-built wrist-worn device WristRec with IMU based solution
using the gesture set obtained from the elicitation study.
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Figure 4.5: Our set of 27 gestures collected from related work and 13 component gesture. The al-




Is the IMU Enough?
Given our understanding of component and compound gestures, a related question regarding
wrist-worn gesture sensing is the technical requirements for capturing input. In particular, the
Serendipity system of Wen et al. [63] has achieved a relatively robust recognition on a set
of dynamic hand gestures using only the IMU on an off-the-shelf smartwatch. Is an off-the-
shelf smartwatch sufficient for hand pose and wrist gesture recognition? What is the difference
between IMU-only and IMU+wrist-worn sensors in terms of recognition accuracy?
To address these questions, we did the following two studies:
• We evaluate bend sensor alone, IMU-alone, and bend+IMU recognition using WristRec
described in Chapter 3 on the consensus gesture set from the elicitation study.
• We explore discrepancies between our implementation of IMU-only recognition and the
Serendipity system, and verify the fidelity of our re-implementation of Serendipity’s algo-
rithm. We tested this using the 27 gesture set obtained from previous work.
5.1 Evaluation 1: Consensus Gesture Set Feasibility Study
In this section, we used both bend sensor, accelerometer and gyroscope data as captured by a
smartwatch IMU, and the combination of data sources to evaluate the performance of our system
using the consensus gesture set obtained from the elicitation study.
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Figure 5.1: LG smartwach used in the experiment
5.1.1 Participants
12 paid participants were recruited, 9 male and 3 female. All participants used the hand they
would typically wear a watch on to perform gestures. For 10 participants, this was their left
hand; for 2 participants, this was their right hand.
5.1.2 IMU Based Recognition
To evaluate the IMU-based recognition, we replicated the recognition algorithm described in the
Serendipity system [63] which uses only the IMU to recognize gestural input. To ensure a high
fidelity re-implementation, we worked directly with the first author of the Serendipity system
[63] to clarify ambiguities in implementation.
5.1.3 Apparatus and Data Collection
Using our hardware configuration described previously in Chapter 3, we captured data from both
the bend sensors (via an Arduino board) and the IMU on the LG smartwatch (Figure 5.1). Par-
ticipants wore the WristRec device first, then the smartwatch was worn on top of the WristRec.
The Arduino board was connected to an external computer via USB cable and the smartwatch
streamed IMU sensor data to the same computer via Bluetooth. The sampling rate for the bend
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sensors was 100Hz, and the sampling rate for the accelerometer and gyroscope exceeded 200Hz.
Data were synchronized on the external computer. We used two 2-inch tilt sensors at 0°and
180°and two 1-inch bend sensors oriented tilt at 90° and 270° for this study. This setup ensures
that the sensors cover as much area around the wrist as possible.
5.1.4 Method
Our experimental methodology in both number of participants and in procedure replicates the
experimental methodology of Zhang and Harrison [68]. As well, gestures were presented in ran-
dom orderings to limit carryover effects and muscle memory action similarity. For completeness,
we provide a brief overview of our methodology.
Participant was welcomed to the lab, the purpose of the experiment was explained. Our
recognizer was placed on participant’s wrists and participant was seated at a table facing the
computer used to coordinate experimental data.
We collected the 13 component gestures (Figure 4.4) and 9 compound gestures (the com-
pound gestures from Table 4.3) in two separate sessions. First, participants completed a training
block. A video of the gesture was shown before each gesture, and the participants performed all
gestures in the gesture set once to familiarize the gesture set and system interface. Second, partic-
ipants completed ten data collection blocks. For the component gestures, a picture of the gesture
was shown in the computer display to cue the gesture. For the compound gestures, because the
multi-component movement was difficult to understand using icons, we showed participants the
same video we used for the training block.
During each trial, participants start from a resting position with their elbow on the armrest.
A gesture is presented on a computer screen and participants press the space key on a keyboard
with the other hand to start the gesture. The participants hear two auditory cues for each gesture:
the first one is a signal at the time they press the key for them to start performing the gesture; the
second one marks the end of the transitioning move of the gesture and participants were asked
to finish their gesture before this second cue. Audio cues were spaced at 3.5 seconds apart for
the compound gestures (due to combined movement requirements) and at 3 seconds apart for the
component gesture set. Participants performed each gesture set one time each in a block and they
repeated this for 10 blocks. As noted, the order of the gestures within the block was randomized.
In total, we collected 220 gestures per participant.
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5.1.5 Data Cleaning and Classification
As shown in Figure 3.4, magnitude, form, and dynamics of gesture input all vary across gestures.
Therefor, we classified gestures by distinguishing the different data patterns.




for each bend sensor. We then ran the data through a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
10Hz to eliminate noise. To reduce feature space, we down-sampled the data to 30 data points
spaced equidistant over the input. From 3 seconds of component gestures and 3.5 seconds of
compounds gestures, this process produced 10 Hz data for the component gesture and 11.7 Hz
data for the compound gesture. Overall, our final data was a vector of 248 entries: the bend
sensor data down sampled to 30 data points from each location (4x30), the deltas for each sensor
between adjacent samples (4x30), and the overall minimum and maximum of each sensor input
(8 values).
We perform recognition in three ways:
1. We use bend sensor data alone to perform recognition.
2. As noted earlier, (and with assistance from the first author [63]), we replicate the same
data processing algorithm described in the Serendipity system [63] which uses only the
accelerometer and gyroscope data from IMU to recognize gestural input. The raw sensor
input contains data from three axes: x, y, and z. From these three data, we calculated mag-
nitude of the combined axes (
√






x2 + z2). Therefore,
we have 7 features for each sensor. Next, for each one of the features, we calculated the
mean, standard deviation, max, min, 3 quantiles. Lastly, we took 30 power bands from a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), yielding a total of (30 + 7) x 7 features x 2 sensors = 518
features.
3. We combine the bend sensor data and IMU watch sensor data to form an enlarged vec-
tor feature space for recognition. We used the expanded 766 feature vector combining
248 bend sensor features described above with 518 IMU vectors we used for Serendipity
algorithm.
Given the above 248-point vector for bend sensor data and 518-point vector for IMU data, we
analyzed data using both SVM with polynomial kernel in the same manner as Serendipity [63]
and random forest algorithm. For the SVM, the data was fed into a multi-class classification SVM
as an n-dimensional vector (time was a dimension) and cut with hyperplanes (Polynomial kernel).
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Figure 5.2: Random forest recognition accuracy for Bend-only, IMU-only, and Bend+IMU for
different gesture sets. Error bars show 95% CI.
We set the parameters for the Random Forest algorithm to the following values: the number of
features to consider in feature selection is calculated by 1+log2(total number of features), the
max depth of a tree is 100, and the number of trees is 100. We analyzed data using 10-fold
cross-validation.
5.1.6 Results
Overall, random forest algorithm outperformed SVM for each configuration. Figure 5.2 shows
the random forest algorithm accuracy for the three gesture sets with different sensor readings.
As a final test, we also combined all component and compound gestures into a single data set
(yielding 22 gestures overall – all gestures in Figure 4.4 plus all compound gestures in Table 4.3).
Our recognition accuracy on this 22-gesture gesture set with Bend sensor and IMU was 88.1%.
Two-way repeated measure ANOVA (Sensor Type and Gesture Set as within-subject variables)
finds a significant effect of Sensor Type ( F(2,22) = 44.3, p < 0.0001) and Gesture Set (F(2,22)
= 23.226, p < 0.0001) on recognition accuracy. Post-hoc Bonferroni shows Bend+IMU (88.6%)
was significantly higher than both Bend only (82.5%) and IMU only (65.1%), and that Bend
only is significantly higher than IMU only. For Gesture Set, Consensus (15 gestures in Table
3) is significantly higher than Component (13 gestures in Figure 3.) and 22 Gesture Set (13
Component gestures + 9 Compound gestures in table 3 used as a single set), and that Component
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is significantly higher than 22 Gesture Set. No interaction between Sensor Type and Gesture Set.
5.1.7 Discussion
From the perspective of gesture recognition technology, we believe that our results show that
there exists complementary information in both wrist and IMU sensing that can serve to sig-
nificantly enhance recognition of gestures of the form identified in our consensus gesture set.
In analyzing the potential strengths of IMU-based recognition versus wrist-deformation-based
recognition, it seems intuitive that the IMU would be best equipped to handle gestures where
significant movement occurs at the wrist, whereas gestures that simply require finger movements
might best be recognized by wrist sensing. To explore this theory, we examine, again, our com-
ponent gesture set, Figure 4.4.
Within Figure 4.4 , we separate gestures into two categories: hand pose gestures where only
finger movements are required; and wrist gestures where significant wrist flex or rotation occurs
either because of movement at the wrist joint or at the elbow joint. Since IMU is good at measur-
ing large movements, we further looked into the accuracies for Finger Pose Gestures and Wrist
Gestures separately. From the calculation, we saw that IMU alone can detect Wrist Gestures
with 78.6% accuracy and Hand Pose Gestures with 52.6%. This makes sense because Hand Pose
Gestures cause little movements to the wrist, therefore it is hard to be detected by the IMU. Af-
ter adding our WristRec data, the accuracies boost up to 81.7% and 96.53% respectively. This
shows that even with Wrist Gestures, which would cause movements on the watch, additional
sensors are still needed in order to detect gestures with a high accuracy. Table 5.1 summarizes
these findings.
Bend Only IMU Only Bend+IMU
Hand pose 75.83% 52.62% 81.67%
Wrist 89.72% 78.61% 96.53%
Table 5.1: Comparing Accuracies on Hand Pose versus Wrist gestures as defined in Figure 4.4.
Leveraging an experimental technique described by Zhang and Harrison [68, 69], we also
explored reproducibility and generalizability. While our recognition accuracy was higher than
Zhang and Harrison, it was primarily due to the addition of the IMU signal. However, our
reproducibility and generalizability result were not good. We suspect, as per Zhang and Harrison
[68], this is because biological internal wrist signal during movements are sufficiently different
between users that wrist-worn recognition may be user-specific.
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5.2 Further Explorations of Hand Pose Recognition
The results on our consensus gesture set indicate that Serendipity’s IMU-based recognition algo-
rithm struggles to provide high accuracy, particularly on hand pose data, and that adding wrist-
worn sensing can improve recognition (i.e. the IMU-alone is less robust than IMU+wrist-worn
sensing). However, in our interactions with researchers of the Serendipity system, one thing that
became clear was that significant protocol differences exist between our approach to evaluation
– inspired by Zhang and Harrison [68] – and the Serendipity approach. Zhang and Harrison [68]
approach recognition accuracy conservatively, ensuring distance in time between one gesture and
the next. Separating gestures in time means that the variation between how participants perform
a gesture may be significantly greater, i.e. there is more variability in input.
In the original evaluation of the Serendipity system [63], to ensure kinematic consistency
between movements, each gesture was performed multiple times during data collection (i.e. each
gesture was collected in turn, performed multiple times, then the next gesture was collected).
This approach can be valuable when one wants to assess expert-level recognition accuracy, where
long term use and interaction with recognizer behavior [30] can be used to foster more consistent
gesture performance. Note that the one constraint with this style of testing is that one must ensure
that the sensors are normalized between subsequent gestures; Wen et al. were careful to do this
in their data collection [63], so we suspect the increased accuracy may be due to more consistent
kinematic performance of gestures.
In this section, to clarify distinctions due to evaluation strategy, we conduct a small-scale
experiment. Because of the questionable nature of performance on finger-pose gestures, we
expand our finger-pose gesture set significantly by using the 27-gestures identified in Figure 4.5.
Our rationale for using the 27-gesture set was as follows: If we mimic Wen et al.’s evaluation
strategy [63] but collect a larger gesture set gleaned from past research [20, 43, 63, 69], we can
both benchmark our implementation of the Serendipity system and contrast IMU-only versus
enhanced behavior on other gesture sets.
5.2.1 Participants
Six paid participants were recruited, 5 male and 1 female. All participants used the hand they
would typically wear a watch on to perform the gestures. For five participants, this was their
non-preferred hand. One participant used his or her preferred hand to perform the study.
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5.2.2 Apparatus and Data Collection
As in the previous experiment (and in Zhang and Harrison [68] and Wen et al. [63]), participants
were welcomed, seated, the purpose was explained, and the apparatus was placed on their wrist.
Using the same apparatus as in the previous experiment, we collected 27 gestures in Figure
4.5. In this study, we used four 1-inch bend sensors. Each participant performed each gesture in
the gesture set ten times repeatedly for a total of 270 gestures per participant. The difference in
gesture collection focused specifically on gesture ordering and on gesture timing, leveraging the
experimental design of Wen et al. [63]. The participants were given three seconds to perform
each gesture since all gestures are component gestures. The participants hear two auditory cues
for each gesture: the first one is a signal for them to start performing the gesture and to continue
performing the gesture until the second cue; the second cue marks the end of the gesture and
participants were asked to move their fingers back to the start position after this second cue. The
sound cues were spaced 1.5s (seconds) apart. While the cues were spaced 1.5s apart, we capture
3s of input.
5.2.3 Data Cleaning and Classification Strategy
We used the same Data Cleaning process and recognition algorithms as described earlier. Again
using a SVM with polynomial kernel and Random forest, we performed 10-fold cross validation
on the three different sensor configurations: bend sensor only, IMU only and combination of
both the bend and IMU sensors (Bend + IMU).
5.2.4 Results
One advantage of our 27-gesture set is that it emcompasses the gesture sets of many competing
systems including EMPress’s 15-gesture gesture set [43] (EMP15), Tomo (both the 8 wrist and
5 finger gesture sets) [68, 69] (Tomo8, Tomo5), Serendipity’s five-gesture set [63] (IMU5), and
WristFlex’s six finger gestures [20] (WFlex6). We also present comparison of performance with
component gestures from Figure 4.4 (Comp) which also exist in the 27-gesture set. In this
section, we perform a final evaluation of IMU only, bend sensor only, and Bend+IMU recognition
to competing systems in the literature.
With this dataset, there was no significant difference between recognition accuracy using
SVM and the Random Forest Algorithm. In Figure 5.3, we show a comparison between our































Figure 5.3: Recognition accuracy for each gesture set. Error bars show std deviation.
Bend-only (dark blue bar) is our bend sensor configuration, Bend+IMU (red bar) is our bend
sensor augmented with IMU data. Finally, IMU only (green bar) is our reimplementation of Wen
et al.’s Serendipity algorithm [63]. For each system, we report recognition rates as provided by
the authors of the papers. For Empress, two recognition rates are reported, one using sensor
fusion and the second only FSR. For Tomo8 and Tomo5, we use Zhang et al. (2016) [69] figures
for 16-electrode, 4-pole configuration. We believe that this configuration would be most likely
to perform reliably on our extended gesture set of 27 gestures because, for tap gestures, dynamic
information is needed, and the 3Hz sampling rate of the 32-electrode, 4-pole configuration might
be too low to capture tap data.
First, analyzing the Serendipity system, labeled IMU5 in Figure 5.3, our reimplementation
(86.0%) is consistent with Serendipity’s accuracy on the same gesture set (87%). We believe
(given recognition accuracy and standard deviation across data folds) that this indicates that we
have accurately re-implemented Serendipity. Furthermore, despite some significant exploration
of competing algorithms and hardware enhancements [36], we have been unable to improve
significantly on this accuracy for the Serendipity gesture set.
Second, consider changes in the accuracy of recognition when wrist-based sensing is added.
Examining the Serendipity gesture set using Bend only data or Bend+IMU, we see a significant
boost in recognition – to over 94%. Looking at other competing systems, IMU-based recognition
provides surprisingly high accuracy, but enhancing IMU-based recognition with additional wrist-
worn sensing consistently enhances recognition.
Given the availability of a 27-gesture set, we provide a final analysis of IMU versus IMU+wrist-
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Bend only IMU only Bend+IMU
Accuracy 80.8% 66.0% 83.7%
SD 5.8% 6.1% 5.3%
Table 5.2: Recognition accuracy for 27 gestures using our WristRec with bend sensor only (Bend
only), with smartwatch IMU (IMU only) and combination of bend sensor and IMU (Bend +
IMU).
worn behavior. Again using 10-fold cross validation with a SVM with polynomial kernel, we
used the three different sensor configurations described above: our wrist band with only bend
sensors, Serendipity’s IMU-based algorithms as reimplemented (IMU Only) and a combination
of both the bend sensor and accelerometer-based sensors (Bend + IMU) on the entire 27-gesture
set. Recognition results are shown in Table 5.2. Figure 5.4 presents the confusion matrix for our
27 gestures using IMU+Bend data together (overall recognition rate of 83.7%). Note the three
areas of higher confusion on individual finger bends, taps, and pinches. In particular, we see
higher levels of confusion between index-middle and ring-pinky fingers for both bends, taps, and
pinches.
5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we used two studies to show that there is a lot of potential in gesture recognition
using wrist-worn devices. Even though researchers have shown that the IMU in modern smart-
watches is capable of recognizing gestures with high accuracy, IMU based solutions are mainly
good at recognizing gestures that require large movements. To detect a wide range of gestures
including gestures that require small movement (e.g. finger tap), we do need the help of other
sensors. What kind of, or what combination of, sensors are needed to recognize a wide range of
gestures remains an open question for future research.
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The goal of this thesis is to further the understanding in the space of wrist- and hand-gesture
input. To accomplish this goal, we:
• build a low-cost wrist-worn device with bend sensors that can recognize gestures from
tendon movement.
• present an elicitation study exploring wrist and hand gestures. Leveraging data from this
elicitation study and from past work in finger and wrist gesture recognition, we synthesize
a set of 27 referent gestures that provide full coverage of gesture sets used in selected recent
research systems and provide coverage of medium and high consensus gestures from our
elicitation study.
• examine signals from IMUs and additional wrist-worn hardware, and show that adding
wrist-worn sensing to IMU-only recognition continues to boost performance.
6.1.1 Examining Gesture Sets
One comment we received during the earlier stage of our research highlights the potential pitfalls
of consensus gesture sets: “Though a uniformed gesture set can be helpful, it can also be harmful
for future gesture-recognition techniques if not positioned properly. Unlike machine learning
or computer vision problems where different methods utilize on the same data (e.g., images),
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hand gesture recognition systems leverage different signals (e.g., current, sound, light, pressure,
etc.). These signals behave differently and therefore it is understandable that previous approaches
prioritize gestures that work the best with the signal” [1].
We wholeheartedly agree that consensus gesture sets should never be viewed as constraining.
Rather than representing a definitive gesture set, they provide insight into how a group of partici-
pants conceptualize interaction. Even within this elicited conceptualization, there are confounds
involving legacy biases [44, 53] and pragmatic constraints of recognition feasibility [31]. For
us, the more important feedback from elicitation involves an analysis of joint use and preference
(Figure 4.2) and how participants distinguish between different gestures in the elicited set (i.e.
what parameters they manipulate to turn one parameter into another as in Table 4.2).
While there may be concerns regarding consensus sets, we also believe that an over-reliance
on what works well given a signal can be problematic if what works well does not coincide with
user perception of gestures that make sense. When one breaks the elicited consensus set down
into component gestures (Figure 4.4), one thing we see is that gestures used in past work (Figure
4.5) comprises the building blocks participants used to compose gestures in the consensus set. In
this way, consensus sets can also add value to research, by validating the past work that has been
done on gesture sensing.
We believe that there are two primary implications of this work for the design of gesture
systems. First, from the perspective of comparison, we believe that there exists a benefit to
consistency in evaluation. Zhang and Harrison [68] note the challenges associated with finding
benchmarked values for comparison with their system. We suggest that the 27 gestures identified
in Figure 4.5 can serve as a useful benchmark for recognition systems. Furthermore, we believe
that the four categories of gestures identified in Figure 4.5, finger bends, hand gestures, tap and
dynamic gestures, and pinch gestures, can serve as a useful starting point for developing a richer
taxonomy of gestures destined for recognition by any one system.
6.1.2 IMU-Based Recognition and Beyond
While some commentary on work in gesture sets questions the form that gestures take, a sec-
ond commentary examines need for any specific gesture sensing technology. The query is often
phrased as: “Systems like Serendipity already obtain high accuracy. Do we really need other
sensors when the IMU alone already has high accuracy?” While one can take issue with phras-
ing IMU-based accuracy as a proof of sufficiency, the more generalizable question is whether
additional wrist-based sensing can enhance the signal from the IMU. This is not immediately
clear: What systems such as Tomo, WristFlex, and EmPress do is sense subtle changes in wrist
geometry of internal wrist biophysics. These changes occur in the wrist because of movement,
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and a high-frequency IMU may be able to discern these changes to a similar level to wrist-worn
sensors.
From the perspective of performance, given that our system achieves accuracies above 80%
on a 27-gesture candidate set, more complex systems like Tomo [69] should be able to obtain
significantly higher recognition accuracies. One of the primary goals of Zhang et al. (2016) [69]
was to explore issues of accuracy in recognition; we encourage researchers to expand the number
of gestures in their gesture set and to push recognizers toward failure cases. Given the scalability
we observe, there is every reason to believe that their sensor configurations could perform with
reasonable discriminatory power on larger gesture sets.
One obvious problem with larger gesture sets is a reduction in recognizer accuracy values.
For example, our reimplementation of Serendipity’s algorithm achieves identical accuracy on
their set of five gestures, but then falls to 66% accuracy on the set of 27 gestures, as shown
in Table 5.2. Given that a gesture set of cardinality 27 is significantly larger than gesture sets
of a handful of gestures, one would expect performance to degrade. Gesture recognition using
an SVM assumes that hyperplane division of recognition space produces a set of n-dimensional
Voronoi regions; therefore, the smaller the overall data set, the larger the target volumes and the
less likely we are to observe gesture confusion during recognition, all other factors being equal.
However, we also believe that the presence of confusion in recognition presents an oppor-
tunity for insight and improved design. As a specific example of this, consider the confusion
matrix shown in Figure 5.4. Our configuration struggles (slightly) with individual finger identi-
fication during the bend, tap, and pinch gestures when analyzing all 27 gestures. In particular,
index-middle and ring-pinky confusion is observed. This confusion is a result of the close prox-
imity of the carpel and ulnar tunnel on the palmar face of the wrist. Tomo5 and WristFlex, with
their higher sensor density, can leverage carpel nerve/ulnar nerve cross-talk to better discriminate
movement (i.e. ring finger movement, primarily ulnar, results in more carpel ligament activation
than does pinky movement; likewise middle finger movement, primarily carpal, results in more
ulnar ligament activation than does index finger movement). The implication: for finger identifi-
cation, denser sensing on the palmar face of the wrist is necessary.
6.2 Future work
6.2.1 Classification Algorithm
During the post-analysis, we have tried to use SVM and Random-Forrest algorithms to classify
gestures. They are used mainly because we are are following previous papers’ way of processing
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data. In the future, we can try more sophisticated machine learning algorithms or neural networks
to do classification. With the more sophisticated learning algorithms, it is possible that we can
achieve even higher recognition accuracies.
6.2.2 More Realistic Testing Case
Due to the length of the study, we only tested accuracy without taking the device off. For a more
realistic setting, we would test the accuracy after participants taking the device off and putting it
back on. We would also ask the participants to come back after a few days, using the first day’s
data as training data and test the accuracy on the second day’s data. We can also test cross user
accuracy by using one participant’s data to classify other participants’ data.
6.2.3 Different Gesture Set
We have tested with the gesture set we obtained from the elicitation study with our device. How-
ever, it would also be interesting to see how the system would work with other existing gesture
sets (e.g. American Sign Gestures).
6.3 Conclusion
In this work, we describe an exploration of the space of wrist and hand gestures. To accomplish
this goal, we present results of an elicitation study and a synthesis of past work in wrist and
hand gesture input. We also explore questions around IMU-based recognition and its sufficiency
within the space of hand and wrist gestures. We re-implemented a state-of-the-art, IMU-based
recognition strategy [63], and we verified that our implementation performed similarly (Figure
5.3). We built a wrist movement sensor out of $15 worth of materials, and we showed that there
is complementary information available from wrist-movement. Observed recognition accuracies
based upon our hardware argues for on-going research into additional configurations of wrist-
worn sensors for hand and wrist gesture capture and should, we hope, encourage more extensive
and comparative evaluation of wrist-worn gesture recognition systems.
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